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IMPORTANT: BEFORE YOU CONTINUE...

DOWNLOAD THIS AMAZING *FREE* EBOOK WORTH
$47.00 NOW - LIMITED TIME ONLY!

"Affiliate Money
Machine"

Proven Simple System Shows
You How To Start Making
Real Money Online From
Scratch...In Just 7 Days Or
Less!

Simply Fill In Your Email And First Name For Instant Download:
(This report will be sent to your email. Enter your correct email address)

First Name:
Email Address:
YES! Let Me Download My Report Now!
Powered by GetResponse email software!

Time Left To Download:

02:56

Finally! You Can Turn Other People's Products Into Your Personal "Plug-And-Play" Money Machines
Easily Once You Discover...
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"How To Flood Your Bank Account
With Unlimited Automatic Cash In
Days From Now...Even If You Have NO
Website, Product Or List Now!"
This Complete Money-Making System Will Take You From A Complete
Beginner To Making Huge Cash Online From Scratch! Scroll Down For Juicy
Details On How You Can Start Immediately...
Dear Friend,
If you’re the kind of person who loves to discover easy, simple and super-fast shortcuts to earning massive
wealth…then this will be the most profitable and exciting letter you’ve ever read...
Because you’re just a tiny step away from being one of the precious few allowed to learn the secrets of the
laziest, highest-producing and simplest money-making system on the planet.
Once you have set this system to work on complete autopilot, everything gets real easy.
And the money just gets ridiculous.
We're going to use OTHER people's websites and products to make YOU rich, and this is...

The Easiest Way Money You'll Ever Make!
It's a method called "Affiliate Marketing" and I've been using it to amass my wealth online for YEARS.
Now you're probably asking yourself this question:

"What is affiliate marketing, and why is it the simplest, fastest and laziest internet
business in the world?"
Fair enough. Here's the core definition:

Affiliate marketing is the promotion of other people's products by a third-party (you, the
affiliate), in exchange for commission-based compensation.
That's a fancy way of saying it; now let’s make it even more straightforward with a quick example:
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Pretend for a moment that you enjoy going camping. It's one of your hobbies. You've bought a lot of camping
equipment, and even shop for it online.
One day you think to yourself:
"You know, I enjoy camping so much, I should create a business and make money with it. I'd love to sell
camping gear online immediately but I don't know how to start or have any products to offer, what do I do?"
Here's what...
Your favorite online store for camping gear has something called an 'Affiliate Program”!
All you've to do is:
1. Sign up as an affiliate (it's free to do so)...
2. Learn how to market affiliate products effectively...
3. Collect tons of easy commissions.
Number 1 and 3 are easy, but number 2 is a science that only a tiny fraction of people do correctly.
But when you do it well, you can profit instantly without the need for your own product or wasting a whole lot
of time. Plus remember, in your affiliate business, there are:
●
●
●
●
●

NO products to ship
NO major overhead expenses
NO employees
NO headaches
NO fancy website needed

●
●
●
●
●

NO inventory to keep
NO copywriting expense
NO customer service
NO product development cost
NO worries!

So why should you believe me?
My name is Ewen Chia and if you don’t know me yet, then you must be a newbie. You see...

For 8 long years, I’ve been the top earning super affiliate on the internet - in the MOST
competitive market online!
Stick with me and I’ll prove it.
First, look at what some of the biggest names on the net have to say about what I can teach you:
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"Ewen Has Been Consistently Earning HUGE Affiliate
Commissions For A VERY Long Time!"
If someone were to ask me "What's a Super Affiliate?" I would respond with a two
word answer - Ewen Chia.
Ewen has been CONSISTENTLY earning huge commissions as an affiliate for a
VERY long time.
Many people online have made money with Internet Marketing, but there aren't many
people online that continue to do it day-afterday, week-after-week.
Ewen is one of the those rare marketers that continue to make good money from Affiliate Marketing time
and time again. How does he do it?
By using solid marketing fundamentals and by following a UNIQUE 'process' that he has created and
fine-tuned after years of hard work and experience.
If you're looking for a personal coach to help you make money with Affiliate Marketing then look
no further than Ewen Chia.
How do I know all of this? Because I pay him huge commissions each month for promoting my products
and services. (Thanks, Ewen!)
- John Reese
www.MarketingSecrets.com

"Over $100,000.00 In Sales In Under 7 Days!"
When I think of Ewen's marketing ability, one word comes to mind..."Explosive!"
Few in our field can dominate affiliate marketing like Ewen has time and time
again. Recently, Ewen made over $100,000 in sales for me in under 7 days! He
ranks among my Top 2 affiliates of all time. Ewen understands affiliate marketing
better
than just about anyone I know!
His success comes from not only his great marketing skills, but also from the great relationships he has
with his subscribers. Relationships are built on trust...
...and Ewen has proven himself time and time again to over deliver true value and secrets to his
members.
I do not consider any launch successful until I know Ewen is on board. "Ewen Chia" himself is a Powerful
Case Study in affiliate marketing. If he ever sells his secrets, I want to be the first to know!
- Mike Filsaime
www.MikeFlive.com
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Even the “Godfather of Internet Marketing” knows…

"One Of The First People I'd Contact..."
It seems every time I hear of someone holding an affiliate contest Ewen Chia is
always the winner of 1st or 2nd place...
He'd be one of the very first people I'd contact if I were a budding affiliate wanting
to learn the ropes - no question!

- Mark Joyner, Author of The Great Formula
www.thegreatformula.com

You can check out why a whole bunch of top marketers are so excited and in awe of my affiliate marketing skills
on this page itself, but more importantly...
If YOU want to make MASSIVE cash from affiliate marketing then...

I AM THE GUY YOU WANT TO LEARN DIRECTLY FROM.
Fact is, people pay me BIG bucks just to discover some of my secrets.
In truth, I have many marketers that have paid me $797 per hour to learn just a single secret. It’s been worth it
for them because the brain dump I give in an hour shows them a huge return very quickly:

"A Living Legend Of Affiliate Marketing..."
Ewen Chia is a living legend of affiliate marketing.
When all the other big guns on the Internet start drawing up a short-list of names to
get help with their product launches and promotions my bet is that Ewen is at the
very top. He helped me with my
launch and made so many sales for me that I actually had trouble keeping count!
In fact I partly blame Ewen for causing my site to crash because he sent me so much traffic! If he speaks
- you listen. If he makes a product - you buy it. If he comes on board for your launch - you make a ton
of sales!
- Michael Cheney
www.AdSense-Videos.com

Here’s another interesting story from a pretty well known marketer...
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"The BEST Person To Teach You Affiliate Marketing!"
Ewen Chia is a close friend and a damn good affiliate marketer if not one of the best.
If he asked me to write a testimonial for him I'd have no hesitation. But I can take it to
the next level...Ewen's skills are SO good that I paid for him to come on board a $4
million dollar yacht in the South of France for four days while I extracted all his
secrets and recorded the whole thing.
This project was called Millionaires Mega Yacht. Before this Ewen has carried out
several successful affiliate promotions for me. He casually sold over $15,000 of my
Adsense mastery course. He sold $9000 worth of my launch a product resale license.
The guys an affiliate marketing machine and by FAR is hands down the best
person to teach you affiliate marketing!
- Andrew Fox
www.dominatingadsense.com, Bangor, UK

And I frequently speak at seminars around the world teaching people how to become top earning affiliates from
scratch.

(Teaching my affiliate marketing secrets at a US$1,997
per seat sold out seminar)

My simple system for raking in riches from affiliate marketing WORKS like crazy. I've used this exact
same system to generate easy affiliate commissions to the tune of...

$34,004.76 In Just 7 Days!
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And by repeating these same methods, I proceeded to deposit more than a MILLION DOLLARS in affiliate
commissions in the less than 5 months:

$1,162,361.49 (More Than A Million Dollars) In Less Than 5 Months
Selling OTHER People's Products!

That’s right, and you can do it without creating your own products.
How much could you make? I don’t know. It could be less, it could be more.
It all depends on how well you follow my simple step-by-step system and instructions.

Now You’re Probably Asking Yourself...Can I Teach It?
I'll let you be the judge...
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"I've Dramatically Improved My Affiliate Income
By More Than $2,000 Per Month!”
When it comes to making money online, you are the prince...I "dub" thee, Sir Ewen!
I've gotta hand it to ya dude, you know your stuff, especially affiliate marketing, better than anyone else
I've ever studied online! The way you analyze, and literally set up an entire goal just for one affiliate
promotion blows my mind...
When you won the contest for being the top affiliate in selling over $54,835 of Joe Vitale's product as a
"Nitro Affiliate"... The report you made afterwards showing HOW you did it completely changed the way
I promote affiliate products online...No joke!
Let me just give you a teeny example of how *much* your teachings have impacted my life...for the better!
Below, you will find a screenshot of just ONE of my 14 clickbank accounts in which I sell other peoples
products, *only*. This account is for a specific niche market that I promote to that has nothing to do with
internet marketing what-so-ever. The results will shock you, I'm not kiddin ya buddy!

* Results displayed above are atypical. As with every business opportunity, there is always
the inherent possibility of loss. Results vary from person to person and there is no guarantee
that one will even get any results at all.
So, as you can see Ewen, it's kind of embarrassing to show you what I WAS making. I mean, I wasn't
even able to pay my phone bill each month with that...However, just after one month of using your
techniques you can see that
I've dramatically improved my affiliate checks by more than $2,000 per month in just that one niche
market!
I'm not very good with percentages...but I went from making $50 on average per month, to over $2,000
per month in JUST that one clickbank account! Just by implementing *some* of your affiliate marketing
teachings...what's gonna happen when I implement them all?
I mean, I was even YOUR top affiliate, selling more than $1,140 worth of your new product called
"Unlock Your Empire"! And by the way, that extra $500 you sent my way for winning the contest was
much appreciated ;)
Anyways, I just wanted to say "thank you so much for all you've done and taught me, without even
realizing it!". When we meet in person, beer's on me buddy!
~ Jason Gazaway
www.homebasedbusinessindex.com
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I Want To Start Right Now!
That’s just one of my many success stories; I’ll share more with you later.
Affiliate marketing is simple. It's easy. It's extremely profitable. However learning how to market affiliate
products effectively is the key.
The stats may shock you:
97% of affiliates make less than a couple of hundred bucks a month! On the other hand, the top 3% that
I’m inviting you to join regularly make more than 4 figures a month after they learn a few of my killer
techniques.
After a bit of time, many are in the 5 figure per month range.
It all comes down to this:
If you want to be at the top, if you want to work less and make more, if you want to live a lifestyle that most folks
only dream about, then here’s your ticket.
Simply put, affiliate marketing has the power to set you free from your hopeless 9 to 5 job, rocket your income
to record levels and give you all the things you truly deserve.
But while many would have you believe - it's NOT as simple as just getting an affiliate link and promoting it.
There's MORE that goes into it, much more. And this is where I come in...presenting...

SECRET AFFILIATE WEAPON: How To Create Avalanches Of
Instant Cash With Affiliate Marketing Automatically!

You see, for the first time ever, I've put together a
powerful secret weapon for affiliate marketers like
yourself to profit fully from...
So that you can learn directly from the world's top affiliate
marketer.
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And before you think this is some kind of mumbo jumbo
stuff that won't work - it's not.
It's entirely based on real-life proven tactics that
delivers results - I guarantee it.
The cool thing is, you can now have all these secret
tactics delivered to you in real-time with the:

"SECRET AFFILIATE WEAPON" PREMIUM MEMBERSHIP...

Packed With TONS Of Secret Affiliate Marketing Strategies, Tactics,
Tricks And Much Much More!
Yes, you'll get yourself a complete premium membership into this secret affiliate weapon packed with
controversial and insider affiliate marketing secrets not found elsewhere.
This weapon will *literally explode* your affiliate income like nothing has before, as I reveal all my methods to
you in real-time as they happen...including which profitable affiliate programs you should promote for
maximum results.
It's like having your own personal 'affiliate radar' zooming right into proven cash-cows which you wouldn't
have been able to spot on your own otherwise.
You'll learn about affiliate programs and JV offers I've personally tested and verified to be top sellers and most
importantly...
High quality products which you'll be proud to promote time and time again (I'm sure you'll agree that
credibility is far more important than any one shot commission).
Plus I'll be sharing some of my own affiliate marketing special tips with you (trust me when I say these will
forever change the way you promote affiliate programs after you know them).
There's more, much more - for example, I'll also give you an affiliate toolkit containing solo ads, classified
ads, rebrandible reports, turnkey webpages etc, to help you pull in big affiliate cash quicker and faster than
you ever did before.
And in case you didn't get it, what all these really mean is, you get to:

Profit Easily And Lazily From Affiliate Marketing With Me
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Helping You All The Way!
What's the value of having the WORLD'S #1 SUPER AFFILIATE helping YOU make real money online for
once?
I'd say it's an invaluable once-in-a-lifetime opportunity that you won't want to miss out on. Ever.
And if I'm in your shoes right now, I'd quickly snap this up even at $997.00.
And if you think it's going to be hard learning all my secrets - you'll be happy to know that it's just the opposite...
Everything will be sent to you via a secret email address in easy digestible format. No long boring ebooks to
deal with, just short, impactful and to-the-point information like this:
●
●
●

"Join this affiliate program now - it'll make you tons of cash"
"Here's your rebrandible report to promote xxxx program..."
"Use this special 'trick' to double your commissions instantly"

In this way you can focus on what matters most - raking in the money.

Let’s face it - affiliate marketing doesn’t have to be hard. My goal is to teach you how to
make the most money from the least amount of effort.
Period.
And talking about money, as a member of "SECRET AFFILIATE WEAPON", you receive exclusive private
access into the closed-door Mega Profits Program where you can IMMEDIATELY...

Bank In Stress-Free Hordes Of Instant Cash On 3 Levels - At
The Same Time Automatically!
And it doesn't even matter if you don't have your own website, product or email list yet - you'll still make
huge amounts of cash with this.
All you have to do is promote a single "profit link" - and you'll be taught exactly how to do so.
Now maybe you think that’s hype…but it isn’t. That’s why affiliate marketing is so lucrative. Do this and watch
the sales stampede in. Do that and make another $10,000. That’s it.
Once you're inside the member's area you'll see just how simple it is.
And while I can't legally guarantee anything I'll go so far as to say that...

If You Refer Members Here - You WILL Make Money - And Lots Of It!
Thousands of your fellow members are already making money immediately…

Real-Life PROOF And Success Stories Of "SECRET AFFILIATE WEAPON"
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Members!

"More Than $14,000.00 In Sales Now!"
Hi Ewen, As you know, I have been responsible for more than $8,000 in sales within my
first week of using Secret Affiliate Weapon!
I must admit though that I am not actively marketing it anymore, yet I continue to get sales
(almost on a daily basis). SAW practically sells itself. I have never promoted a program
that converts into sales as easily as this one.
SAW is adding a nice figure to my bottom line every month. To date I have had more than
$14,000 in sales with a few hundred still coming in every month. And I get all of this
through indirect marketing results.
Anyway, that is just on the income side, let alone the information that you keep giving us
on a regular basis. I almost find it absurd that you could give away (and continue to
add) such valuable information for so low an investment!
- Craig Haywood (a.k.a. The blue guy)

www.trackthatad.com

"$137.81 Within 24 Hours!"
Ewen, you've made me a very very happy person. I signed
up to your program and within 24 hours had made $137.81
- my largest affilliate cheque to date!
Not only that, by following your advice I now have my first
blog up and running and already made a sale through it.
Thanks to you I can now see the light at the end of the tunnel and I am glad to say it is
not a train coming the other way! Keep up the great work I am off to follow some more of
your advice!
Warmest Regards,
- Dave Thomas
www.usevideoconferencing.com
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"22 Orders And $294.37!"
Hi Ewen, thanks for getting in touch with me about your new Secret Affiliate Weapon. This
is really a no-brainer offer you've put together. When you said it will "shock and thrill" me,
you weren't kidding...
Feeling confident in you and your content, I immediately sent out a note to my list(s) telling
them about your exciting offer...The result?
22 orders and $294.37 (so far) from 1 mailing!
I don't recommend anything that comes along, but I've known you long enough to know that
you deliver and then some.
I felt confident about recommending your quality membership. It's a great win-win for my
subscribers and for myself.
- Dave Lovelace
www.DavidLovelace.com

"A Newbie And 2 Sales Already!"
Hi Ewen, I signed up a couple a days ago have made 2 sales already even though I'm
very much of a newbie. I'm very happy that I signed up for your program Lifetime
Membership To "Secret Affiliate Weapon"!
- Norma Jones
www.jonesebook7.com

"An Extra $592.61 The First Day!"
Ewen, where on earth do you get all your great secrets from?
Just a couple of your ideas alone WILL make us a small fortune. In fact, they already have!
What we learned from Secret Affiliate Weapon made us an extra $592.61 the first day we
signed up!
Just imagine the extra income we can earn in a month?
You are quickly becoming known as one of the best affiliate marketers on the net... and
deservedly so.
Your results alone in the last year are simply mind boggling and we'd go as far as to say
that if you're looking for someone to model your success on, then Ewen's definitely your
man!
- Aaron Leighton & Dave Isaacs
www.Infinite-Revenue.com
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"Made My First Affiliate Commission!"
Thank Ewen, I've Made My First Affiliate Commission!
By following step by step your marketing system revealed in your "Secret Affiliate
Weapon" Member's Area, I've made my first affiliate commission just after 9 days of
promotion.
I have just used the free methods. Now I know and I believe that I can make more than
$12,000 per month.
I'm going now to invest the necessary time and money into advertising, into the trends,
tools, tactics...you recommended me to run successfully my affiliate marketing business.
Thank you!
- Juste A. Gnimavo
www.IncreaseYourMonthlyIncome.com

"Already Hit $100 A Day With Your Techniques!"
Dear Ewen,
I just had to drop you a line to let you know that your Secret Affiliate Weapon is GREAT I've used some of your techniques and have already hit $100 day!
Now I know that may not sound like much, but look at it this way, I've only had my website
up for about a week. I would love to show you a “Before and After” shot of my Clickbank
account, but don’t know how to yet. Anyways, BEFORE I got the Secret Affiliate Weapon,
I made 2 sales of only $19.13.
After applying some of your techniques, I went to bed and in the morning decided to check
my account again and HOLY MACKERAL!!!! I made $94.34!!! I expect to make about
that much every day now due to your program and guidance.
Thank you VERY much Ewen.
- Marc Whealdon
www.niche-marketing-info.com
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"$10,000 From Scratch With No Website And Product!"
Ewen, your membership has been responsible for me making over
$10,000 income in only a matter of months.
All I did was to follow just some of your secret techniques and I achieved
this from scratch...When I started I had no product, no website and
no opt-in list - now that's impressive!
Thanks Ewen.
- David Gale
www.web-audio-secrets.com

"So Clear, Concise And Step-By-Step!"
Hi Ewen, Wow! Once again, you have excelled yourself and created a
valuable resource to help others prosper. I was totally captivated by
your powerful reports and couldn’t put them down!
I love your clear, concise and step-by-step instructions and diagrams! These not only
show you how to achieve your goals, but also how to increase and maintain your
commissions. A “must have” in anyone’s library...I’m glad it’s in mine.
You've also revealed your own Super Affiliate Strategies...(you have shown us what is
possible by your own amazing success) and impressed upon me these important words:
“Stay Clear On Your Goals and Strive Towards Them Consistently!”
- Gaida Rodgers
www.BeautyInsiderSecrets.com

Let Me Make Massive Commissions Too!
Amazing isn’t it? And these are just raw rookies. Their commissions continue to grow. Week after week…
month after month. And the successes don't stop there...
You can download HUNDREDS more success stories here.
How "much" is it for you to become a lifetime premium member of "SECRET AFFILIATE WEAPON"?
(while membership is still open)
Let’s just say it’s not near what you’ll get in value. Remember, people have wanted to pay me as much as
$997.00.
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Well brace yourself now, because for a very limited time only, you can lock in your lifetime membership and
make massive cash with affiliate marketing for just a...

ONE-TIME $997.00, $597.00, $397.00 $9.97.
Don't rub your eyes, you read it right..

You'll practically get all my secrets (and more) for just a one-time investment of just $9.97
measly dollars while it's still available!
There are two reasons why I have priced this so low. First reason:

I Want YOUR Success Story.
Yes Ewen! I’m Ready To Be Your Next Success Story!
I truly want to help people experience the kind of success I've enjoyed…call it ego.
I'm collecting as many success stories as I can for this site before I officially re-launch it as a high-priced
monthly fee membership site. (But you’ll always have access as a "lifetime member.”)
Second reason is, I’ll be promoting my own products and products where I’ve done the research and I get 2nd
tier commissions...
(That means I get a small commission for turning you on to the program. Your commissions will be the same
whether I’m on the 2nd tier or not…so it doesn’t affect your commission in any way.)
I want to be upfront with you on this.
Some people (you know the kind) complain about everything. I want to make this very clear…you can promote
these programs, or not. If you don’t want to focus on the same niches as I do, it’s fine by me. Just learn from
how I promote the programs and replicate it for your niche. Simple as that.
So for a very limited time, I'm giving you a DRASTIC DISCOUNT into "SECRET AFFILIATE WEAPON"...
And you can get in for just a one-time $9.97 FOR LIFE! It's a 'win-win'.
I’m so sure you’ll get a huge return on your tiny investment, in fact I’m even willing to GUARANTEE it...
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Your No-Brainer 8-Weeks Money-Back Guarantee:
Try out my Secret Affiliate Weapon for 8 full weeks. If you aren’t making easy money
at the click of your mouse…if you don’t get 10, 20 even 50 times your investment
back (or more) in almost effortless commissions…
if the information is not dead-simple and easily implemented…if you don’t think this
is the biggest bargain in affiliate marketing...
Just email me and I’ll give you a complete and painless refund of your complete
purchase price and you will be removed from the database. No questions asked, no
hassles.
How’s that for taking all the risk. I just ask that you actually implement at least some
of the strategies, tactics and tips you learn. After all, you can’t expect to become a
money-churning affiliate marketer without taking some kind of action to make it
happen.
How can I offer such an incredible guarantee?
Simple. I know this material forward and backward. I use it everyday. The only way people fail to make
money is if they fail to follow my simple step-by-step instructions.
Look, I’ve put my heart and soul into this, and frankly, I won’t feel this is a success unless you become
successful too. And I mean that sincerely.

Ewen, Thanks For Taking The Risk - I’m In!
And here's what I haven't told you...for the next 100 27 members only:

A Sizzling Exclusive Bonus Is Yours To Download FREE When You Become A Member Immediately!
"Quick-Start Affiliate Profits" is an exclusive training manual revealing the quickest and easiest ways to
promote any affiliate program you want for quick profits...even if you're new to this.
This is only available to the next 100 27 members only so download it now before it's gone!
Let’s summarize the incredible benefits you'll receive in less than 3 minutes from now:

"Secret Affiliate Weapon" Premium
Lifetime Membership:
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Secret Affiliate Weapon Live Database

Live Affiliate Marketing
Database Updated In RealTime With Profit-Pulling
affiliate Programs, Tips,
Tactics And More!

Member's Only Mega Profits Program

Earn Unlimited Commissions
On 3 Different Levels At The
Same Time, Automatically
And Instantly!

"Quick-Start Affiliate Profits" Bonus

Total Real Value:

How To Promote Affiliate
Program For Quick Profits!

$997.00

“Steal” Everything Immediately For Just A ONE-TIME $997.00,
$597.00, $397.00 $9.97 Only!
Remember, this discount will not last long so ACT NOW while you still can...

YES Ewen, Let Me In Immediately!

I Want To Secure MY Premium Membership To
"SECRET AFFILIATE WEAPON" Now!

I Understand I'll Be Receiving All Your
Secret Affiliate Marketing Tips, Tactics
And Tricks So I Can Make Massive Cash
From Other People's Products Quickly
And Easily, Plus I'll Get Private Access
Into The Member's Only Mega Profits
Program Where I'll Make Tons Of
Automatic Commissions On 3 Levels
Instantly!
I Further Understand That On Top Of All
These Incredible Benefits, I'll Also Get
Your Exclusive Bonus For Acting
Immediately!
On That Basis, Let Me In At This Insane Investment Of Just $997 $597 $997
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$9.97 For My Lifetime Premium Membership And I'll Never Have To Pay
Another Cent Even After This Site Becomes A Recurring Monthly Membership!

>>Click Here Now For Instant Access!
<<
Processed Through ClickBank Secure SSL Server

(I reserve the right to end this discount at anytime without warning.)

Let’s go rock the affiliate marketing world...
To Your Affiliate Success!

PS. If you're serious about making real money online for once, then I'll be real serious with you - you owe it to
yourself to get in immediately...
This turnkey money-making system will allow you to profit massively from other people's products even if
you don't have a list, website or product - Lock in your membership now before you miss this chance
forever!
PPS. Remember, there's absolutely no risk for you with my 8 weeks money-back guarantee...
If you don’t get 10, 20 even 50 times your investment back (or more) in information and effortless
commissions...just email me and you'll get all your money back...

Click Here To Lock In Your Membership!
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The Easiest Money You'll Ever Make!

"Totally Blew Away The Competition!"
Ewen is one of those rare marketers who can really make your product launch explosive!
I've seen first hand how Ewen promotes and the results he delivers.
As a top affiliate of mine he won our affiliate sales contest for a big product launch we
did in 2005. However, he didn't just win, he blew away the competition! Now I consider
myself a pretty good marketer and have one a lot of affiliate contests myself but there is
always something I can learn from Ewen.
I'm a proud member of Secret Affilate Weapon myself and it is the one site I
recommend to all of my affiliates. When my affiliates can learn from Ewen it can only help
my business more. You cannot go wrong by becoming a SAW member today.
- Jeremy Gislason

www.SureFireWealth.com

Click Here To Lock In Your Membership!

"Receive So Much More Than I Ever Imagined..."
Hey Ewen, I can't contain myself...or barely, anyway. And, I
never do 'testimonials'.
However, I just downloaded your special offer on the 'Secret
Affiliate Weapon' (the easiest money you'll ever make) and could
hardly believe my eyes when, after purchasing, I received
much, much more than I could have imagined.

The bottom line is this...I have been 'head-banging' on the internet for almost two years...
trying to market one product after another, and getting NO traffic in the process.
So, while you are the consummate professional in your venue, I am also an expert in
mine! And 'my' expertise is that I've found EVERYTHING that...doesn't.... work. Now you
know why I am so excited about your state-of-the-art marketing technology.
Anyone who doesn't appreciate the value and applicability of your information...to
include each and every one of your bonus products, should just hit the 'snooze' button on
their PC, 'cause they might as well be sleeping through it all anyway.
People will either understand...or they won't, and if anyone passes this up ...well...they have
no need for a computer, the internet, or being involved with any business whatsoever
anyway, and they have obviously missed the Paradigm shift!
It's time they figured out that they should make their money work for them, rather than them
working for their money. Get the point...or not!
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The Easiest Money You'll Ever Make!

Business is not 'as usual'. There is a new way of doing things, and a new road to travel if
one is to obtain financial freedom in this life...and if your business is not on the internet...
before long, you won't have any business. And, if you have one, you'd better be using
your Secret Affiliate Weapon or, in the alternative, you'll be 'eating my dust', as Ken Doyle
would say!
Thanks again, Ewen!

- Russ Augsburger

Click Here To Lock In Your Membership!

Earnings Disclaimer
EVERY EFFORT HAS BEEN MADE TO ACCURATELY REPRESENT THIS PRODUCT AND IT'S POTENTIAL. EVEN THOUGH THIS
INDUSTRY IS ONE OF THE FEW WHERE ONE CAN WRITE THEIR OWN CHECK IN TERMS OF EARNINGS, THERE IS NO GUARANTEE
THAT YOU WILL EARN ANY MONEY USING THE TECHNIQUES AND IDEAS IN THESE MATERIALS. EXAMPLES IN THESE MATERIALS
ARE NOT TO BE INTERPRETED AS A PROMISE OR GUARANTEE OF EARNINGS. EARNING POTENTIAL IS ENTIRELY DEPENDENT ON
THE PERSON USING OUR PRODUCT, IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES. WE DO NOT PURPORT THIS AS A “GET RICH SCHEME.”
ANY CLAIMS MADE OF ACTUAL EARNINGS OR EXAMPLES OF ACTUAL RESULTS CAN BE VERIFIED UPON REQUEST. YOUR LEVEL OF
SUCCESS IN ATTAINING THE RESULTS CLAIMED IN OUR MATERIALS DEPENDS ON THE TIME YOU DEVOTE TO THE PROGRAM,
IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES MENTIONED, YOUR FINANCES, KNOWLEDGE AND VARIOUS SKILLS. SINCE THESE FACTORS DIFFER
ACCORDING TO INDIVIDUALS, WE CANNOT GUARANTEE YOUR SUCCESS OR INCOME LEVEL. NOR ARE WE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY
OF YOUR ACTIONS.
MATERIALS IN OUR PRODUCT AND OUR WEBSITE MAY CONTAIN INFORMATION THAT INCLUDES OR IS BASED UPON FORWARDLOOKING STATEMENTS WITHIN THE MEANING OF THE SECURITIES LITIGATION REFORM ACT OF 1995. FORWARD-LOOKING
STATEMENTS GIVE OUR EXPECTATIONS OR FORECASTS OF FUTURE EVENTS. YOU CAN IDENTIFY THESE STATEMENTS BY THE
FACT THAT THEY DO NOT RELATE STRICTLY TO HISTORICAL OR CURRENT FACTS. THEY USE WORDS SUCH AS “ANTICIPATE,”
“ESTIMATE,” “EXPECT,” “PROJECT,” “INTEND,” “PLAN,” “BELIEVE,” AND OTHER WORDS AND TERMS OF SIMILAR MEANING IN
CONNECTION WITH A DESCRIPTION OF POTENTIAL EARNINGS OR FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE.
ANY AND ALL FORWARD LOOKING STATEMENTS HERE OR ON ANY OF OUR SALES MATERIAL ARE INTENDED TO EXPRESS OUR
OPINION OF EARNINGS POTENTIAL. MANY FACTORS WILL BE IMPORTANT IN DETERMINING YOUR ACTUAL RESULTS AND NO
GUARANTEES ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE RESULTS SIMILAR TO OURS OR ANYBODY ELSES, IN FACT NO GUARANTEES
ARE MADE THAT YOU WILL ACHIEVE ANY RESULTS FROM OUR IDEAS AND TECHNIQUES IN OUR MATERIAL.

Legal Disclaimer | Privacy Policy
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